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Q1 After reading about “The Challenge” above are you willing as a golfer
to continue to fund the repair and replacement costs of the facilities?
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22.65% 113
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Q2 One way to help close the funding gap would be to increase the CIP
fee each golfer currently pays. If that fee were to rise, how much do you

think it should increase?
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46.37% 243

53.63% 281

Q3 Were you aware that currently there is an 11 member Golf Advisory
Committee made up of the golfing community that meets monthly to
discuss Lincoln City Golf? Monthly meeting agendas and meeting

minutes are available at www.lincolncitygolf.org
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47.29% 236

37.68% 188

4.61% 23

10.42% 52

Q4 City golf has not raised the green fee rates in two years, historically
cost of inflation rises almost 3% each year. If fees were increased to keep
up with rising operational costs associated with inflation, what percentage

would you choose to raise fees?
Answered: 499 Skipped: 30
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2.10% 11

25.90% 136

28.95% 152

43.05% 226

Q5 On average during summer how many rounds do you play on the
Lincoln City Golf courses each month?
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Q6 Additional comments about Lincoln City Golf:
Answered: 288 Skipped: 241
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TOPIC SUBTOPIC COMMENT

accounting audit
Golf Open House- Is there an annual audit/accounting of golf course operations.  I would need to see that before agreeing to increase CIP or Green 
Fees.

accounting audit
Maybe the city could tell the golf committee what it did with the money surplus the golf fund once had? The committee had requested an 
accounting of this from parks and rec and were denied. 

accounting audit There needs to be a serious audit of the parks and rec dept... there’s a lot of mismanagement going on!!

accounting overspending
You guys are over speneding across the board, from gear you stock, down to the brand new mowers you buy every year. Not to mention highlands 
is a money pit for you guys to maintain. I don’t ever see your prices declining in the future so I will take my golfing elsewhere. 

accounting overspending Next time don't spend so much money on clubhouse.  What a waste of money.

accounting transparency

I think more transparency/accountability on what actually is funded out of the golf course revenues might make cost increases more palatable.  
Paying administrative fees and management costs which are way beyond their actual value, means we don't need price increases, just a 
restructuring of the items to be paid out of golf revenues.

accounting transparency
I heard Lincoln City Golf pays some huge salaries to certain maintenance employees. If true, I think cost cutting is in order. Could we have more 
transparency about salaries paid to City Golf staff?

accounting transparency

I'm a member of a private course and still play the city courses fairly regularly. Overall the facilities commonly seen and used by the average golfer 
are pretty good. I'd like some more specificity on what is meant by "facilities."  If you're talking about club houses and other public-used amenities 
(like restrooms on courses, snack stands, etc.), then the fee to golf should absolutely go up by $1 a round.  If you're talking about maintenance 
buildings and water sheds, it would be a tougher sell.  It seems to me you would be better served breaking off the facility "projects" into more 
digestible component parts and focusing funds/fundraising on those. Have an open house and provide regular updates.  You should also start a 
capital campaign through a foundation or something, if you haven't. The public golf courses, to golfers, are among the top priorities of the city. You 
should ask "us" for money in addition to $1 per round.

accounting transparency

Need to examine expenses.  Increased staff again after doing cuts to address funding issues several years ago.  City courses should be able to 
function with similar pricing to equivalent courses in town.  Also get Ager course out of being subsidized by the golfers -- if it continues to need 
subsidy, have that out of city budget like other youth facilities.

accounting transparency
Why are we currently paying $2 for CIP and only $! goes into the fund? Where is the other dollar going? I personally don't like having to mess with 
the $2 every time. Just raise the dues a LITTLE.

accounting transparency
Would like some transparency on the $765k/year needed.  Last major improvement I remember is the parking lot at Pioneers which should have 
been resurfaced at 1/4th the price that was spent.

accounting
Be good stewards of the $.  For example, the parking lot at Pioneers did not improve the golf. I know part of that was a grant, but it still used 
money that could have gone toward irrigation.  

accounting How did you arrive at the figure of needing  $765,000 is needed yearly for Lincoln's golf courses.  That sounds high to me!
accounting public fund raising in lieu of, or in combination with, fee increases?

accounting

I feel a reasonably good job is done maintaining city courses for the current golf fee schedule. However, I am sometimes bewildered/appalled with 
the choices made and/or when money is spent.  Specifically, with the amount of concrete and dirt work for the temporary tee on hole 15/Holmes 
golf course.  Also, I am still angry over the design of the clubhouse at Holmes. What a waste in efficiency and windows that are useless to a seated 
patron. 

affordability cart fee
The increase in fees has resulted in my playing many fewer rounds of golf on the city courses than I used to. The golf cart riding fee is excessive. I 
feel the golf cart fee targets the seniors who have to ride because of  their physical condition.

2018 CIP Survey - Comments
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affordability cart fee The increase in cost should go go the price of a gold car rental, they damage courses more, and cost more to operate

affordability cart fee, seniors

Try to keep the fees reasonable, especially for seniors.  Remember, Seniors make up a huge percentage of the rounds each year.  Another concern I 
have is the cart rate.  A senior can play 18 holes at Crooked Creek with a cart for $20, whereas it is well over $30 at the Lincoln Municipal courses.  
Cart rates need to come down.

affordability reduce fees

I think one of your problems is you are trying to price city golf around private golf courses price. A 9 hole round for two people shouldn’t cost $50. 
Let’s say right now you were getting 100 people in a 1 week time frame for $45 a person. That’s $4500 at that price. I bet if you dropped it to $35 
you would get 200 people cause it’s more affordable. Which is $7000. That more than makes up the cost of a little extra maintenance for the extra 
people (that honestly doesn’t get done to much anyways on most city courses). Also you make it affordable to people who are starters in Golf and I 
guarantee if you get people to start golfing then you will have return customers. Also your fees for lessons are way to high. Starters don’t want to 
pay $20-$50 dollars for lessons. The biggest money maker in golfs future is getting people to start golfing!! I didn’t play Golf growing up cause no 
one ever put a club in my hand cause it was to expensive for equipment and lessons. Once I decided to start golfing in my late 20’s I fell in love with 
it but don’t Golf more cause of the price. I would Golf twice as much if it were lower. I’m guessing so would a lot of other people. You also need 
more fun events on your summer schedule. Not talking about tournaments or scrambles. Just something fun. 

affordability reduce fees
In visiting with many friends, the answer is increasing the rounds played and reducing the fees, not increasing fees. Simply too expensive to go very 
often. More rounds at less price equals more profits!

affordability reduce fees Lower prices means more rounds will be played by golfers. Money will stay in Lincoln  and not go to surrounding communities. 

affordability reduce fees

Maybe you should consider lowering the rates, green fees to attract more golfers?  Attracting more people with lower rates could potentially fill up 
more tee times creating more revenue?  Maybe all public courses are at capacity now though, I don't know that answer?  But, I do know price is a 
factor for the group I hang out with causing us to not go very often.

affordability reduce fees
Unfortunately the golf courses have always raised green fees to generate more money. This only causes a reduction in the number of rounds 
played and thus a reduction in revenue.

affordability reduce fees
I would play more golf on city courses if the price wasn't so high. You would have more golfers by lowering membership rates and using programs 
such as golf now 

affordability reduce fees

City rates are already higher than an area course who once was in disrepair and was almost shut down.  They used to have fees higher and lowered 
them and saw a big increase in number of golfers and has prospered.  If you continue to raise prices instead of finding ways to increase golfers you 
will only make the problem worse.

affordability reduce fees

Each fee increase causes more golfers playing less. Right now it is cheaper for me to play Crooked Creek or NuMark.  Perhaps if you reduced fees 
more golfers would return and revenue would be increased.  I am an example of this, I used to play city courses 3 days per week, as fees have gone 
up I now play the above private courses two days and city courses one.  Please take a lesson from most country clubs, as costs increase, dues go up 
and membership decreases.  Reduce fees more people can afford to play.

affordability reduce fees

I believe fewer golfers play the Lincoln courses because of high costs.  If  you want more play, reduce prices instead of increasing them and more 
people would play.  When golfers can drive a short way from Lincoln and pay less, or even pay less at some semi-private courses, why would they 
spend the inordinate amount that Lincoln courses charge to play there.  I think Lincoln has been hurting itself by charging such high prices.  

affordability reduce fees

I’m not sure how other municipalities do it, but when compared to other city courses, Lincoln city golf rates are out of control.  The crazy rates 
really defer me from playing more rounds, and they cause me to look outside of Lincoln for my golf.  I feel like raising rates will cause a steeper 
decline in rounds per year.

affordability reduce fees
If you reduced green fees and ran some promotions you would get a lot more rounds played. Currently cheaper to play at Wilderness ridge most 
days. 
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affordability reduce fees

Open House-Can golf at other city surrounding courses on of the big expenses in past years was the Holmes Clubhouse.  As evidenced today more 
space than is needed.  Could have downsized the bldg. and saved some money.  The Advisory Board is not doing its job to make golf affordable in 
Lincoln when other nicer courses offer better golf rates during the golf season.  Lowering prices brings in more people which would offset the need 
to raise fees so I am a dissatisfied city resident!

affordability reduce fees

Raising fees is not the answer...instead you need to lower fees to generate more revenue.  Your fees are outrageously high for a municipal course 
and when most golfers have a choice between a municipal course and semi-private/private course that has a comparable fee, the average golfer is 
not going to pick the municipal course.  People will however come out in droves if you were to drastically reduce the greens fees.  Raising them will 
only drive more people away.  My advice is to consult with an economist who knows something.  He will tell you the same.  You are pricing the 
people you should be attracting to your courses out of the game.  If you see fit to raise additional revenues find other ways, like a special 
assessment on leagues or on golf carts.  I can guarantee you that if you raise fees a cent higher on the existing quality of your courses then my 
friends will not even consider playing the handful of rounds we do on any of your courses.  But if you were to start slashing fees on those courses 
we would probably at least double the number of rounds we play at city courses.  I feel say in saying that most of the people that visit your courses 
(kids, seniors and occasional duffers) would soundly ratify this sentiment.  It really makes no sense that you guys aren't bringing in barrels of cash 
because the courses you have have the potential to produce money like slot machines...just needs somebody who knows how and cares enough 
about the economic side of the house to make that happen.

affordability reduce fees
Take Mahoney and make it cost competitive with Crooked Creek. The rounds played may improve revenues overall. I know people who drive past 
Mahoney on their way to Crooked Creek just because of price.

affordability seniors
Golf fees for Seniors are Too High.  18 holes green fees and 18 holes for a golf cart at Hi-Mark are $20.00.  Fees for the same scenario at Mahoney 
are $14.00 more.  On a fixed income that is dwindling yearly, why would I play a City course???

affordability seniors

If you need more money You need to start charging the older fellas more! they pay the cheapest rate for unlimited golf and easily golf the most all 
year  and therefore causing the most damage to the course. I know plenty of guys 55+ play 100+ rounds a year but yet you don’t charge them 
correctly and you need to start charging them for the rounds they play from the previous year. if you’re going to add the fee to everybody  they 
are the ones where you were not getting that fee money if you calculated how many older gentleman play 100+ rounds and you had a dollar per 
around every time they played figure out where that money would be if you did that properly that’s my suggestion .

affordability seniors You would get many more rounds of our groups business if you'd recognize Senior rates at age 50.
affordability I don't mind the fees but you are making golf unaffordable for many people, especially the weekend rates.
affordability I would like to see a lower fee for 9-hole rounds only.

affordability
Please keep in mind that the senior men’s golf league is a large annual contributor to the Lincoln activity income. Perhaps a bigger portion of that 
income could be diverted to your shortfall. 

affordability In my opinion it is more important to keep Lincoln city golf affordable then to have major improvements 

affordability
Lincoln city golf is going to shit.   You killed a mens city tradition to only have it 2 rounds now.  And 60$ to play weekend no thanks.    No play back 
rate like most courses give you.   I rarely play city anymore. Its all about the$ and not the golfer.   

affordability Open House- Your rates are too high now compared to the quality of product you have put out. McDonalds can't charge the same price as Misty's 
affordability Please don't make it so that this activity becomes too expensive for limited income people and young kids cannot experience it.  
affordability Really enjoy the courses. But if it becomes too expensive I will have to look for more affordable options.

affordability Regular players buy memberships and greens fees are too high for recreational golfers already.  You are taking the wrong approach.
affordability The green fees especially on weekends are ridiculous. It should not cost over $50 to ride 18 holes to play a city course.
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affordability
Tread lightly on increasing the round cost. A great many golfers can be heard leaving clubhouses complaining about how expensive it is. I get why 
you need to, and the challenge you face either way. Good luck!  

affordability Do not just raise fees on Pioneers and Highlands. They are already carrying much of the load. It should be equal between the courses.

affordability
Maybe lower prices on alcohol at the course.  I see everyone sneak on beer because prices are outrageous. If you were to lower the price maybe 
people would actually buy it at the course

affordability I think the condition of the city courses is good but if the prices go up much more I don't know if I would continue to play....can't afford it.
affordability Get rid of the CIP fees entirely.  Increase the green fees accordingly.

affordability
if you continue to raise costs for golf you will continue to see a decrease in golf.  Charge more for alcohol drinking on the course seems to be the 
OK behavior.

affordability
I love the city courses but they need think out out side the box to increase revenue example open later, promote wedding site and other outings 
and look at ever expense and get more business people including in future planning 

competition incentives

Compared to many non city courses your prices are getting a little high.  I can play other courses close to town or in town (wilderness ridge, 
crooked creek, quarry oaks twilight) for same price or less than Lincoln courses. Some of the courses are much nicer than the city courses.      I will 
say the discount and incentive programs to play at the public courses are better than they were doing (which was nothing). Keep up the discounts, 
coupons and discount programs for frequent golfers!

competition incentives

We have 4 great golf courses in Lincoln and we need to keep them that way and we do need all 4.  The population is increasing so demand will 
increase.  We need to keep up our golf courses.  City golf courses will never be able to be completely self supporting, just like the tennis courts, 
public swimming pools, parks, etc.  City funds must be used to support the courses as the golf courses improve the quality of life for all of the 
citizens of Lincoln.  Just because we have a mayor that does not like golf, nor wants to support golf, does not mean tax money should not be used 
to reasonably support the courses period.  City courses must offer more competitive pricing with respect to some of the privately owned courses 
such as Crooked Creek and Himark.  Offer bigger incentives for nonpeak times to make the price slightly cheaper than the courses I mentioned.  
Even Wilderness Ridge offers a better Friday evening deal than the public courses!

competition incentives
The reason I typically do not golf at Lincoln City Golf courses is because the surrounding private courses have better rewards, rates/deals, facility 
maintenance is cleaner and the course is in better shape

competition incentives
Well, dudes, you need to be careful with rate increases.  Public courses in and about Lincoln offer golf often at slightly lower rates.  You don't want 
to price yourselves out of the market.  Perhaps you should consider additional packages, say monthly memberships or put a surcharge on the beer.

competition incentives You need to be a little bit more competitive on specials with the other golf courses.
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competition incentives

How busy are you during the week in the afternoon in the summer? I think doing something to draw more of a crowd from Noon to when leagues 
start would be something the city could do.  Increasing rates to much may drive people to play crooked creek and numark more.  Maybe increase 
the prices from open to noon.  Maybe give more of a deal to people who walk as they are easier on the course with, and less maintenance on carts.  
I know I can get a frequent players card at numark for $25 and get $5 off every round I play, so it only costs me $13 to play 18 during the week.  I 
know the city courses have a frequent players card, but the savings isn't really there.  Your goal should be getting more people out onto the 
courses, so find times when people aren't playing and do something to get them out playing.  Cheaper rates on just 9 holes.  I don't know I just 
have ideas I'm not sure what would work. Golf is a fairly expensive sport and people are always looking for deals.

competition incentives

The annual memberships are probably some of the cheapest around. Many country clubs are $300-$500 a month with only 1 course. Many people 
that buy the annual play significant numbers of rounds (creating greater wear and tear on courses). Feasibility of raising those rates may need to 
be looked into.

competition
How is Omaha able to offer lower green fees for basically the same overall value? What do they do that Lincoln does not? The courses are not any 
fuller.

competition
I avoid city courses.  Others are much nicer, more challenging, and cost less to play.  If the city isn't making money while other courses are thriving, 
there's your sign you are doing something wrong.   

competition
Before raising green fees or CIP fees the city needs to know what private courses are charging.  City courses need to be competitive or will suffer 
reduced play.

competition
Capital improvement fee is stupid just set green fees where you need to be competitive, operate efficiently and use a portion for capital 
improvement. Having that designation for part of the green fee is a stupid government manipulation. No private courses do that nonsense. 

competition Do everything to keep costs down.  Many of my friends are now playing private courses because they are cheaper.

competition

Fees went to high years ago. Crooked creek and Himark  did not seem to have a problem charging $15-16 for senior rate when Lincoln was charging 
over $20. I have not stepped on a Lincoln city course since spring 2016. I have talked to a couple of Omaha golfers and they told me they do not 
golf at the Lincoln city courses. The reason, the prices were ridiculous.

competition green fees are already too high compared with nearby like Woodland Hills and Iron Horse
competition Green fees are high enough.  High rates will drive golfers to other courses or reduce frequency of play.

competition
I don’t believe the city courses are managed very well.  Other courses have not raise their prices and they’re doing just fine.  Other courses offer 18 
holes of golf for $25 fo seniors.

competition

I don't play city courses that often because the price is already to HIGH!!!  i can leave the city limits and play at Crooked Creek for less money.  
there are also very nice courses a short drive away that i am willing to pay more to play.  Lincoln courses are not that special, there is no way i 
should have to pay more than $45 to play 18 holes with a cart on the weekend.  make it more affordable to play and maybe that will help get more 
golfers to pay the CIP fee

competition
I don't think raising fees is the answer.  If you keep raising prices I will keep playing non-city courses more often.  Why aren't you offering better 
deals?  I can find better deals on supreme golf, and other websites.  For example, I can play Wilderness Ridge cheaper than Mahoney.

competition I enjoy playing the public courses but they are so much more expensive than the private coureses.  

competition
I feel like the green fees are already to high, you can travel to Omaha & Ashland and play a course for $30.00 with a cart on the weekends. The city 
courses are to expensive and therefore lose my business the regular.  

competition

I go out of my way to avoid the city courses. Still way more expensive then the other options. Get your shit together and stop charging so damn 
much. I paid 55$ for  18 with a cart in March.....   It was 35 degrees, the very next weekend I went to crooked creek and paid 30$ you are losing so 
many rounds of golf a year because of the higher prices. Good luck! At this point I'm hoping for failure so you will maybe sell to private owner and 
prices go down.  
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competition I play much cheaper private golf courses twice a week. If they can make it financially with under $25.00 green fees, why can't the city courses?
competition If additional costs keep being added to green fees the private or semi private courses will look more appealing.
competition Large increases may drive golfers to other courses and delay funds needed for improvements.

competition Maybe you should lower price so you can be competitive  with courses  in the area this will create more income for these programs 
competition Must remain competitive with surrounding private course as to green fees! 
competition Need to be very aware of cost of green fees - already higher than many nearby courses including Omaha.
competition Open House- City rates are already higher than other courses in area.
competition Open House-Need to stay competitive with private courses and the fees/rates.
competition Other courses that are close charge way less than you so why pay more when you can go elsewhere

competition
Private courses seem to be able to keep greens low and still maintain facilities.  Maybe need to discuss with them how they are able to this,  or 
does the city have additional expenses I’m not aware of?

competition Rates are already too high.  Find ways to lower costs and rates.  We go out of our way to play other courses with more reasonable rates

competition

Routinely golf at Hi-Mark and Crooked Creek due to cost; 18 holes with cart, $20 at Hi-Mark and $24 at Crooked Creek (Senior Rate).  The city 
needs to understand their business model and copy.  YOU need to be COMPETITIVE!  As with anything associated with Lincoln City Government, I 
don't feel all the information is available to make an informed decision.

competition
The CIP should not rise. You are getting enough for the program at $1.   Also if anything, rates should reduce for play. Other private courses in the 
area are cheaper to play that is why the city courses don't have as many rounds as they could if they were competitively priced.

competition
The City Golf Courses need to compete in the market place. Changes need to take place in determining which budget lines pay for items. For 
example, city employees retirement funds should come from the same budget line.

competition The cost to play on city courses are getting to expensive. I can drive 40 miles or less and play better courses for less money!!!

competition

The current practice of charging prime time fees on weekends is inequitable.  For decades, those playing Saturday, Sunday, and holidays are being 
asked to carry too much of the burden of costs of golf in Lincoln. It has definitely made me look to play courses other than the Lincoln public 
courses during those times.  

competition The rest of the challenge is the competition from private clubs who have competitive green fees.

competition
There are cheaper options outside of the Lincoln City Courses. $54 to play on the weekend seems like too much. You can play at Wilderness Ridge 
for less than that and their amenities are far superior.  

competition Way too pricey, would rather golf private 

competition
You need to be careful with raising everything price wise. They are many options in and around Lincoln that can be played for a cheaper price. 
What draw is there to come play the city courses over those other options? 

competition
What are some comparable communities in the US and and elsewhere Lincoln should look up to for its public golf infrastructure? Who is the best 
of the best?

competition
I think Lincoln has some great courses but, living here the better part of my life I take some of my business to other courses so I don't play the 
same ole same ole

course conditions dissatisfied
If the playing conditions were improved to be on equal with the competition, there would be more support to raise rates. The rates are becoming 
equal to or higher than the competition with sub par playing conditions.

course conditions dissatisfied
I am disappointed in changes, particularly at Holmes where bunkers on #1 & 4 and the pond on #6 have been eliminated. These changes affects the 
character of the course & not for the better.
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course conditions dissatisfied

Raise the fees and I will take my 40 player golf league to a "non city" golf course.  I expect the courses to be in great shape and yet year after year 
Holmes GC has continued to be bad.  The greens are always shaggy and diseased while the other courses seem to have someone that can control 
their greens to be in great shape ever year.  

course conditions dissatisfied
Rates are already too high! Example charging full price now when the greens are not green, cups are not cut, fairways are nothing but fair, rough is 
not rough...you get my point.

course conditions dissatisfied The neglect is beginning to show and needs to be addressed. Many cart paths are in terrible shape!

course conditions dissatisfied
Used tp play  over 200 rounds a year but the blown money on the holmes club house and the city attitude on course management cured me of 
muni golf. 

course conditions satisfied I am impressed with the Lincoln City Golf Courses...thanks to everyone who works so diligently to make the golf experience so enjoyable.

course conditions satisfied I think the courses are in great shape even with the shortfalls. Keep up the great work.

course conditions satisfied I think the superintendents keep the courses in very good shape. 

course conditions satisfied Still a great golf value. Courses are well maintained, practice facilities more than adequate.

funding general funds
The City should appropriate more general funds to benefit the courses without increasing taxes.  Yes, that might mean that some of the Mayor's 
Haymarket projects that many golfers don't use, would need to be scrapped.  But so be it.

funding general funds

As a regular golfer I think golfers should bear the majority of the expenses,  but ALL taxpayers should have some money involved because the 
person who only golfs a minimal still expects to have a course available, watered fairways, mowed greens, etc.—-thus he has a cost beyond the 
green fees.  I never use parks but still realizes a community needs parks & I share in their expense for the benefit of others.  Same with bike path 
costs downtown—all of us could name things we individually don’t use but our tax dollars still support.  Just visualize how Lincoln would be viewed 
by people if we had ZERO public golf courses.  Some taxpayer dollars should be expected & seen no different from paths, parks, dog parks, etc

funding general funds
I believe the funding should not come just from the golf community.  I do not use the public parks or bike trails but my taxes pay for these facilities.  
Golf courses are no different than other park services, they should be funded by the city population and not just those who use it.

funding general funds

Taxes should be used to update golf infrastructure. It is very discriminatory to expect only golfers to pay these improvements when other 
improvements to other recreational facilities are paid for out of tax receipts. There is too much waste in Mayor Beutler's administration. Clean up 
city government.

funding general funds
The city golf courses should be regarded the same as other amenities such as bike trails, parks, swimming pools, etc. and subsidized not only by the 
golfers but with tax dollars.  It is the amenities that make Lincoln an attractive city, what we have to offer, and golf courses are a part of that.

funding general funds use some of the money the city puts in the bike paths, the areas to downtown are not used and bikers still use high traffic streets.

funding general funds

Why doesn't the city help finance the golf program?  The city helps with other Parks and Rec projects.  There is no reason why some tax dollars 
cannot be placed in the golf fund.  Who chooses the committee members of th egolf committee?  Is there transparency?  The Mayor and Johnson 
expound about transparency on a regular basisi. 

funding general funds

Too expensive, we pay city taxes if Beutler wants to attract people to our town. City Parks and Beutler need to wake up.  Holmes Golf Clubhouse is 
way over built.  Fees are outrageous compared to private courses.  When a person schedules a tee time, clubs do not have a long enough interval 
between groups.  Beulter can spend some on golf, instead of bike lanes.  

funding
The City  should take the Jim Ager GC out off the " golf funding" and put it where it belongs -- under Lincoln Parks and Rec!!!  This is vital 
considering the Aces for Ages initiative by Lincoln Parks Foundation. 
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funding

The city of Lincoln and LPS needs to fund some of this, as the courses are a great attraction of the city for quality of life and attracting new people, 
and LPS uses the course regularly for both boys and girls golf. I wonder if increasing multiple use of the courses would generate more interest and 
support for funding. Could cross country ski trails be marked out in the winter, so when it does snow residents can ski the course? Also, could times 
be set for walkers, or even cross country runners who would like to get exercise and/or train on the course? These folks would possibly pay a fee, 
or at least be another vocal citizen constituency to support the courses. I don't hear of any youth programs on the larger courses (I'm sure  the 
youth course has one). If there was some foundation grants to support more youth golf, putting 11-15 year-olds on the course for learning and 
having fun (unique events, nontraditional, such as 1-foot diameter holes to putt into) would build a future constituency and maybe keep their 
parents interested in course maintenance. Woods Tennis is an example of building a city-wide program that focuses on youth and adults and gets 
results. 

funding
Whatever is done, do not lose Highlands. It would be a shame to not have this public course. I am in hopes other solutions can be found for future 
funding. 

funding
Why are the golf courses among the only park facilities required to pay their way?  They do provide revenue and are a great attraction for out of 
town guests to Lincoln.

funding Why is golf self funding. How many other sports programs offered are self funding Pools, tennis, softball etc- why is  golfing singled out 
funding Would prefer to see C.I.P. Funds incorporated into rates to more honestly reflect cost of running these facilities.

misinformation

A nice start would be to have the city refund the surplus $1.2 million from the City Golf Fund that was squandered!  That, had that been placed 
toward an appropriated endowment - we'd be in far better financial condition.  Anyone, that even remotely even suggests selling Highlands G.C., 
needs to look elsewhere.  That - is simply a really, really, bad idea.

misinformation
I don't understand why green fees are higher for Highlands and Pioneers than for Holmes and Mahoney courses?  Are the surcharge fees only 
applicable for Highlands and Pioneers?

misinformation 3% inflation is false...check government statistics!!! Fake News ha!
misinformation Are there CIP fees for city pools? How much? How much, by % have fees gone up for them and other city programs? 

misinformation
Fees DID go up the past 2 years. At over $50 i can’t play that often anymore. I’ll pay the extra $10-15 and play iron horse or wilderness. City parks 
and Rec is already a tax for me! 

misinformation
In the past the golf funds have gone elsewhere as needed by the city and not used completely for golf expenses only.  Do an audit and get the 
money back from prior years of mishandling.  

misinformation

I would like to see what all capital improvements are needed, and allow the golfer of Lincoln to help prioritize those projects.  I believe that there 
are other ways to increase play on the course, thus generating more revenue.  There needs to be a larger emphases put on the youth golfers, find a 
way to get them involved early.  Over the past 10 years there has been a lot of wasted projects, e.g. poorly designed Holmes club house, that have 
inflated the costs associated with CIP.

misinformation If you use Golf money for Golf courses, there would be no Gap !

misinformation
In the past some funds were diverted from the golf fund for other City needs.  If you want golfers to find the courses, that part of the golf fund 
needs to be locked in and not borrowed(stolen) from.

misinformation It seems like trails, tennis and bicycles get a lot of attention and $$$ from the City. Why is golf the onl

misinformation
It seems like trails, tennis, softball and bicycles get a lot of attention and $$$ from the City. Why is golf the only one that is required to be self 
sustaining?  Let’s stand up and require equal support from our City. 

misinformation
One way to make it easier to make up a deficit is to not allow your superintendents to go over budget. If you feel it is adequately set then why 
allow then to go over? 
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misinformation The statement regarding Green Fees not going up in the past 2 years is NOT accurate.

misinformation
Wasn’t part of the fund stolen from??    You’ve also wasted enough money on an overpriced clubhouse at Holmes.     Green fees have been 
overpriced for years. Public courses are designed to be cheaper from private course fees.

misinformation

Why does the Woods Tennis Facility get $950,000 to complete their project?  This money was 'found' by the Mayor and this money was Keno 
money that was probably generated by more golfers than tennis players.  The Mayor needs to realize that golf courses actually benefit a 
community and may even help draw people to live and work in a given area.  I did not answer the question in regards to increasing green fees since 
I believe by reducing fees you will actually get more people on the courses and thus generate more revenue - Let's see what happens at Mahoney 
this summer!

misinformation

It is very frustrating that golf is the only activity in the city that must be fully funded by the playing community.  tennis, running, softball, etc are 
partially or fully funded with tax dollars that everyone pays because they are all wonderful activities that make our city a great place to live.  Golf 
on the other hand must pay out of proportion fees for minimal of phantom services provided by the city.  Examples are out of proportion costs for 
accounting services, sewer charges for drinking fountains that have absolutely no connection to city sewer lines, and all other city services that no 
other activity is charged for.

misinformation Ask Beutler to fund he isn't fixing the streets so he should have money.  How much % were the fees raised 3 or 5 years ago?

misinformation

I do not  think fees should increase. Answers above did not offer that option and they should. Remember $1 and $.50 is collected each round to 
pay off Holmes Clubhouse. That money could go towards CIP when loan is paid off.  That was not mentioned above.  Above questions are not fair 
representation of golfer opinions.

misinformation
I sent a thoughtful letter to the head of parks and recreation as an experienced business and marketing leader who relocated back to Lincoln 
offering thoughts and ideas as well as volunteering. It was completely ignored. Told me all I needed to know about your desires. Sad. 

misinformation
Maintenance costs rise each year.  Understood.  But manage the green fees to help keep as low as possible.   Golf income revenue cannot be used 
to pay for other parks & rec costs.  Keep golf revenue to pay golf expenses only.

misinformation
Where does the green fee money go to?  If one CIP dollar raises almost $200,000 ..... where does the other $40 dollars in green fees go?  Maybe 
that money needs to be allocated much better.

misinformation Big percentage of cart prices go to this fund.

misinformation

Golf Open House-It is obvious there is a political movement to allow the LinPepCo to acquire the Highlands Cheaply.  If rates are raised quickly 
rounds will drop and the major  can give the Highlands away with political impurity.  Your rates are higher than most other courses already and Yes 
the Golfers paid off the Highlands.  Frankly we did not need a $2million clubhouse at Holmes without a grill or garage for carts.  But architects got a 
nice fee.  Political pay back.

operations
discontinue 
course

Don't raise prices.  It just drives people to play at private courses for the same amount.  Do we really need 4 18 hole courses?  Close 2 and save 
some money.

operations
discontinue 
course

If you raise rates more than they already are, you're going to lose more customers to courses that are cheaper. Additionally, if you need that much 
more funding, closing a course might be your only option.

operations
discontinue 
course

Rates already too high on city courses, especially when u can play woodland hills or wilderness ridge for nearly the same price.  We should be 
talking about which city course to dissolve.  Mahoney would be my vote.

operations
discontinue 
course

As national golf rounds & golfers are reduced, LNK seems to have a surplus of courses.  While that's nice, it is NOT sustainable! I would suggest 
selling Mahoney, & then concentrate efforts on other public courses. I know you can't sell Holmes, as it's a flood reservoir, but there is NO good 
reason you can't get some creative lawyers to change the by laws on Mahoney.....as it's the least popular course, plus it would sell easily since the 
residential market & housing would   be ideal with sewers & infrastructure already in existence.  Anyway, that's my 2 cents worth. 
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operations
discontinue 
course

I’m opposed to increasing fees because this makes the city courses less competitive with area courses. Recommend removing Ager from the golf 
program and seek support from City Parks and Rec and private donations; establish an annual pro-am tournament as a fund raiser; request the city 
contribute the benefits package for City employees for the golf program; have an annual CIP Golf Tournament sponsored by the Parks and 
Recreation Foundation.  The Golf program needs city support to protect this valuable asset.  The marketing of the program, increase in player 
development programs, and capping the fees have been positive.  However, the increase in personnel and oversight has increased the personnel 
costs. Perhaps the program could benefit from an increased share of the funds paid for transmission towers on the golf courses.

operations
discontinue 
course I don't think that we should include Jim Ager with other 4 courses.   

operations
discontinue 
course Does it still makes sense to keep all courses open, if the costs are prohibitive?

operations
discontinue 
course

If golf costs continue to be easy over budget the will come a point where the city needs to decide if operating 5 courses in a city with too many 
courses already is a smart thing to do. 

operations
discontinue 
course Sell Ager course to save money so golf fees don’t increase.  Otherwise more will find other courses to play that are not increasing fees

operations
discontinue 
course

Sell Holmes GC, the rest are jewels.  Holmes facility and course management are way below the standards of the other courses and have been that 
way since John Craw left.

operations
discontinue 
course If you get rid of any course - Holmes.

operations maintenance
I  believe there are non-mowing areas on all city courses that should have bluebird houses in order to enhance the overall outdoor experience and 
support our natural environment.  

operations maintenance Put in a practice sand trap at Mahoney in the large open area to the west of the club house and south of the 10th hole tee box.
operations maintenance Cart paths need help.
operations maintenance Course maintenance is more important than club houses and parking lots. 

operations maintenance Courses need to be better maintained. Workers should look for obvious things that make the courses look like they are being ignored

operations maintenance

Daily maintenance of greens/tees are good for the fees charged. Capital Improvements must be prioritized and thought put into what's done first. 
Expenses must be controlled.  The recent cart path and amount spent on a temporary tee at Holmes reminds me of the stupid design of the 
clubhouse i.e. windows where golfers sitting down can't see the outside landscape.    Cart renters should be warned not to drive on mounds and 
park on paths.

operations maintenance I don't mind paying a little more if the courses are kept up.

operations maintenance If I see improvements each year I know my money is well spent.  I irrigation systems are in need of replacement, but cart paths are junk.
operations maintenance Need to improve placement and condition of cart paths please
operations maintenance Quit wasting money on cart paths. Cut back on watering that is not needed.

operations management

I don’t play Lincoln City courses very often because they are in bad shape and they don’t care much about the golfers, removing sand traps and 
lakes shows how lazy maintenace workers are. Most golf courses around Lincoln are in better shape and are maintained a lot better. What are you 
doing with all of your elevated greens, cart and range fees plus all of your other high member costs? Other courses do not have your kind of 
problems so it must be something you are mis-managing.

operations management
I think the city would be wise to look into a management company to look over the facilities. The buying power alone with a management 
company would help reduce cost. In addition they would be able to provide an avenue to help improve the facilities. 
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operations management
Increase Green Fees to balance the budget or consider contracting out the golf management company and let them manage the golf for the city. 
This makes much more sense than having labor costs of city employees.

operations management

Perhaps the Parks Dept. should take a close look at the quality of performance of the superintendents at Pioneers and Mahoney. If their if the 
overall quality of their performance and the honesty they exhibit are not up to parr, then perhaps they should be replaced with more desirable 
individuals.   We need dedicated people in responsible positions to make the operation successful. What we don't need are extravagant individuals 
whose work ethic and honesty are often in question, as exhibited by their past performance.

operations management Poorly run for many years. I have been to public meetings about this situation, all talk with no solutions once again 

operations management
The advisory board needs new ideas ( people )  on how to increase revenue streams and round counts rather than how to increase costs to the 
loyal users of the courses that at some point will diminish in numbers.

operations management
The Parks Director who is indirectly responsible for the deficit due to lack of oversight early in his directorship should be replaced. This won't affect 
the problem but will bring a modicum of justice to the situation.

operations reduce costs Don't waste money extending cart paths throughout courses. Trim staff costs.

operations staffing

Who is responsible for advertising on the city courses?  Ar there ways to increase these funds use someone locally instead of a Florida group?  Had 
a pro at Holmes tell me that the advertising didn't really work and was more of a donation.  What is the cut of moneys going to this vendor?  There 
has to be ways to increase the advertising money coming in that works for all.

operations staffing
Subcontract improvements instead of having city workers do the projects.    Golf revenue should only go to the golf program.  Not central 
administration.      

operations staffing
Don't just raise fees.  Give us a product that makes us come back.  Still not marshaling enough;  the staffs at the courses need to provide GOOD 
customer service by interacting with the customers...and not just at the cash register.  

operations staffing Drain the swamp and find people who can run golf courses successfully. 
operations staffing You can always lean staff to save money.

operations staffing
You need more friendly employees at the front desk at especially at Homes Lake and Mahoney. Both location employees act like they are bothered 
they have to take your money. Both locations have a very elitist attitude. The most friendly course Jim Ager.

operations I'd pay additional for a light driving range, maybe just select days per week.
operations Seems like status-quo for any kind of improvements, just kick the can down the road. 

operations
More food options are needed, it would be a nice idea if one could call ahead to pick up a sandwich at the turn. The food service is not good at the 
courses and needs vast improvement.

operations As Lincolns population increases add a 9 hole exec course rather than a full 18 hole course.
operations I'm hoping you explore all options that make the golf courses efficient and still provide excellent golf to Lincoln.
operations Once the mayor got involved, everything has gone downhill. 
pace of play Allow five players in a group but charge an extra fee to discourage this slowing of play

pace of play

My main complaint about lincoln city golf is that play is often extremely slow. From my observations there are a couple main causes. First, it seems 
that the courses find a way to squeeze additional groups in between tee times when there really isn't space. This puts other groups behind 
schedule and makes for a lot of waiting on the course. Additionally, I have seen a number of times where the courses will send off four or more 
singles/two somes in front of leagues. More groups equals slow play. 

pace of play Need to limit groups of 4+ golfers and continue to increase pace of play.
pace of play Pace of play continues to be a problem with Lincoln city courses.
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pace of play

Speed of play is a major problem. Marshals are needed to endorse a time limit on each group. If you tee off at this time you need to be on this hole 
at this time. This doesn’t have to be a paid position, find a retired guy that loves golf and give him a few rounds for his time. It’s not that hard to 
speed up play. It’s a golf course not a bar. Kick golfers off the course that can’t keep up the pace of play. Limit 5sums to specific times and require 
them to have carts, all of them!  It shouldn’t take 5 to 5 1/2 hours to play 18 holes!

pace of play Pace of play

positive
Consider raising cart fees $1.00 per round to go directly into the improvement fund. For the cost Lincoln has some of the best public courses in the 
country.

positive

Golf in and around the City of Lincoln is a great "quality of life" factor that should be appreciated by the City, County and State. The City-run golf 
courses are an important part of this factor and they need to be maintained and enhanced to continue the legacy of a "good life" that has 
developed in the City's history. As someone who moved to Lincoln over 15 years ago, and someone who has lived in several other parts of the US, I 
know that Lincoln offers a unique quality of life and is on-par or much more desirable than many cities around the country. To my knowledge, 
there may be only 2 communities in the US (?world) that has developed a golf course for children. That says a great deal about the quality of life 
the City intends for it's residents. Now, it is our turn to continue this legacy by continuing to invest in these community assets. A few dollars here 
and there can, and will, make a difference to our City-run golf courses. The money needs to come from golfers, but also from other revenues, in as 
much that the legacy and quality of life that golf courses bring to the community can be enjoyed broadly. Now is the time for creative thinking and 
action to maintain and enhance these wonderful resources. Now is not the time to pit one City resource against another. To my way of thinking, 
golf is an integral part of the City, as are the many other wonderful Parks and Rec assets. But none of this comes for free; workers deserve fair 
wages and benefits; golfers will do their part.

positive Great courses at reasonable prices. Glad to pay for needed improvements, while keeping costs affordable. 
positive Hiring Casey to oversee all the courses is the smartest thing you've ever done
positive I am glad that you are asking for input from patrons.  While not all opinions are valid, sometimes valuable ideas can be gained.
positive I belong to Yankee Hill but love to golf on city courses 
positive I feel lucky to have a great value that is Lincoln city golf.
positive I see some improvement on city courses. Generally the high dollar stuff is devoted to one course at a time. And understandedly. 
positive Improvements are noticeable the past year

positive
I've golfed in a lot of other states in the past dozen years.  Lincoln's public courses are the best bang for the buck...I think there is room for 
increases in green fees.

positive Keep it going!
positive keep up the good work

positive
Keep up the great work and please continue to make improvements to all City courses.  We love our City courses and want to see them thrive and 
keep up with the "Clubs".

positive Lincoln courses are the best for the cost I have played in the country.
positive Lincoln has a great golf program!

positive
Lincoln has an excellent collection of golf pros at each course.  All are very welcoming and friendly.  I could join a country club but the Lincoln 
public courses are great courses. 

positive
Lincoln has some of the best courses in the U.S. and also the most reasonably priced, but a sudden increase in fees will have a negative impact on 
how many rounds are played and thus negative income overall. A yearly inflationary increase is gradual and expected.

positive Love the courses!
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positive Love the monthly passes. They allow me to spend more at the courses on merchandise/concessions. 
positive Love to play golf in Lincoln
positive Muni courses are well maintained and offer a reasonable variety of play.  
positive Nice courses. Hope we keep them all. Courses on all four corners of the city is a big plus for the city. 
positive Staff at Holmes very friendly and helpful.

positive

Still a good value Seniors are the biggest critics. Continue educate and inform them on operations costs and engage them in even more in youth 
events that they seem supportive of. Dont' miss the opportunity to do incremental increases annually by showing cost increases in equipment and 
chemicals. PROGRAM IS HEADED IN A POSITIVE DIRECTION!

positive Thanks for your efforts to maintain the facilities and make necessary improvements.
positive the avid golfers will gladly pay more to play. It's still a greta deal to play golf in Lincoln even with a $3-4 increase in fees.
positive The city courses are a fine community asset. 
positive The city courses are in pretty good shape!

positive The course improvements at Holmes are great.  New cart paths are a big improvement.  The grounds crew have done a magnificent job as well.
positive The Highlands is the best golf course the City of Lincoln has.  Let's keep it that way.

positive
The Lincoln City golf course fees have always been very reasonable and raising them an appropriate amount to fund proper care of the courses is 
more than justified.

positive We have to continue to keep our golf courses great!
positive we offer nice courses for he price
survey Please post these result on your website and/or in the newspaper. 

survey

I do not play very much golf on the Lincoln City Golf courses as they gouge you with the fees. A golfer can play at Crooked Creek for a lot less in 
fees at any point in time. We also go online for rounds at Ashland Golf Club. The Lincoln City Golf needs to have specials on-line and stop gouging 
all the golfers for the use of the PUBLIC Golf Courses. I did not answer questions #2 and #4, because there should be a zero for both of these. If I 
were to answer the questions, then the survey would be skewed and the City bureaucrats would think that everyone wants the fees to go up. We 
golf a lot throughout the year and even though I would like to play the city courses, it just doesn't make economic sense. And to be honest, it kind 
of makes me mad that the City charges us that much (nickel and diming the citizens of Lincoln). I believe what we have at the Lincoln City Golf is 
mismanagement, otherwise, how would all the surrounding golf courses be able to charge less. 

survey

This survey is misleading.  It does not give me the choice to choose a "0" increase.  I believe there are alternate ways to increase this gap vs. 
charging the players or increasing green fees.  Funding is poorly managed, and snack sales could be a HUGE asset if managed properly, and not 
given to the golf pro as income...

survey your question are set to make a person select an answer that they may not agree to

various
carts, 
maintenance

They could also increase the price of a cart by a dollar or something. This could in turn cause people to walk more often, which is less wear on the 
course, and save money so they can golf more often

various competition

The problem I see is as a senior I can play for less at Himark and Crooked Creek and those courses are better maintained than the city courses.  I 
not sure what the answer is, but maybe the City should look at having more planned outing for groups to offset some of the costs associated with 
the golf course to generate more funds.  The second issue is state high school championships what are they paying for use of the courses.
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various
competition, 
affordability

Why is the solution to funding shortage always about an increase in fees.  You increase the fees you run the risk of fewer rounds played. Increase 
rounds played would be a better solution. You need to have competitive rates with other courses in the Lincoln area 

various
competition, 
maintenance

I realize the city is in a tough spot... But the courses are often in deplorable shape in comparison to semi-private clubs in the area yet the city 
courses charge as much or more than these other clubs that are in better condition. If courses are not improved I and others will cease playing city 
courses.

various
competition, 
staffing It's difficult to raise fees too much because some other local courses already have lower fees but their labor costs are lower.

various
funding, 
operations

I’m confused what the goal is for this? Is it a city funded deal out of necessity or is the goal to be self sufficient? If it is then user fees obviously 
need to increase unless you find a donor. If it’s not then you either need to raise taxes, cut programming or sell facilities. There are other examples 
of self sufficient programs in the city out there. 

various
maintenance, 
affordability

Open House- I enjoy most city courses.  My concerns include Fairway maintenance at Holmes burned up during summer months.  Restrooms on 
the course Front/Back at Pioneers, Back at Holmes, and Front at Mahoney.  Iced Water coolers should be provided.  The drinking fountains are 
usually warm.  Cart Fees are too high.  A person (Senior) can play 18 holes at Crooked Creek for $20 weekdays and $32 on Lincoln courses.  Take 
care of Seniors, they make up a HUGE % of your rounds. 

various

maintenance, 
competition, 
pace of play, 
affordability

The only reason I play city courses are for league play during the week. Your prices are too high for what u get in return, pace of play, up keep, 
greens. There are many others options around Lincoln that you get an overall better bang for your buck. 

various
maintenance, 
pace of play

Over the past few years the golf courses have been kept up very well. However the greens at pioneers and Holmes roll very slow. Would like to 
have a little better care taken of the greens and have them roll a little faster. Thank you!

various
operations, 
affordability

The capital investments are needed, but the grounds are also needing some love. My dear is that the public courses are going to start charging 
more than the private/public courses like HiMark. As it was last year I golfed as much at HiMark if not more than public, and my favorite course in 
Lincoon is Highlands.

various

operations, 
competition, 
affordability

1. golf courses are in need of repair  2, Green fees right now are higher the some courses around Lincoln  3. surr Charges for improvements are 
ongoing and now you want to raise them. Chances are you are going to do what ever you choose. I think the reality is, You want to turn over the 
Golf Courses to  some Private management company. That I think will ruin golf in the City of Lincoln. We, right now have, great Golf Courses. The 
maintenance should have been done all along, not deferred. Golfers in Lincoln have supported and paid for the up keep and management of these 
courses. If Green fees are down, You need to look at the reasons WHY. I do not mind the Surr charges, but if you have to keep raising them and the 
Green Fee's, you will continue to see a decrease in Rounds played. Lincoln needs to stay competitive with the Courses around the City.

various
pioneers, 
holmes

Building a fancy parking lot at pioneers and an oversized clubhouse at Holmes seems to be a lot of money spent that doesn't actually improve or 
help maintain the courses themselves. Nor does it help pay for the needed equipment mentioned in the challenge stated in the survey. 
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various

price, 
maintenance, 
staffing, 
competition

As an avid golfer there are a lot of issues that the Lincoln City Golf Courses need to address.    First, the fees for a round are way too high.  Most 
people don’t have the luxury to spend a couple hundred dollars on golf per month.  You want more rounds played, then lower the fees to get this 
demographic more involved.  This would really be beneficial for the high school and college kids that don’t have the $40-$50 to spend weekly.  
(And people wonder why it is a dying sport, they young can’t afford it!!!) I play leagues weekly and probably 6-10 times/month.  But I (and a group 
of other people) have started to travel more to surrounding communities to enjoy their courses more due to the cost of a round in Lincoln.  I would 
rather spend a bit more in travel to play new/better courses.  Courses that they take pride in, and want patrons to enjoy them!!  Second, routine 
maintenance on the City Courses have become a joke.  Trees need pruning, sand traps need raking daily etc.  I know those areas could be 
addressed rather easily considering how many employees I see standing around in the clubhouses daily.  Raking bunkers, keeping tree limbs from 
hanging to the ground should be one of the first things that are done by the crew each day.  It kills me to see what kind of shape the courses are 
always in.   There are other issues I could list as well, but as a patron to these courses, I could scream until I was blue in the face and still know 
nothing will get done about these issues.  

various staffing, survey

This survey did not allow a full range of options including questionable management by the city officials. There needs to be a change in the core 
leaders. The long term poor leadership and questionable decisions (ie., designating the Holmes GC without breakout rooms for events, including 
high ceilings that do not allow conversation and numerous other steps were poorly thought out).  This has continued over several years.    I and 
others will not pay more fees and have severely reduced the # of rounds I golf because of the aforementioned.  Our voices and input need to be 
addressed and it does not mean simply spending more $ by the city and raising fees.      This survey should be redone without forcing us to choose 
one of your options ie,, ‘how much do you want to raise fees vs, how can we better utilize our $?”  It is a “forced-field structured” survey that does 
not provide unvarnished responses.    You and we can do better than this survey and quality of leadership.    Please call with followup questions.  
Golf and our outdoors are too important to not get this right for our youth and community.    Mike McDonald, 402-314-1571

various survey, carts

This sentence doesn't make very much sense:      "The challenge currently is only $197,000 is being generated towards C.I.P fund a year, leaving a 
funding GAP of $568,000 each year."    Should this say "This challenge currently is THAT only.."?     I would be willing to pay slightly more in greens 
fees to make up for this. Perhaps increase $1.00 per round from golf cart fees? I assume that there is more wear and tear on a golf course when 
there are more golf carts.     I really appreciate Lincoln's public golf courses, they definitely are a jewel of the city. 

various

winter rates, 
competition, 
affordability

Should think outside the box instead of just raising fees. More golfers are playing other courses because Lincoln's courses cost more. Adjust (lower) 
fees for late fall through spring to bring in more golfers. Other courses are busy because they lower their rates. The courses have  lowered the 
senior age limit and it seems to be working. Over the last couple of years the quality of the Lincoln courses has gone down and prices have gone 
up. Golfers can choose from a large number of courses. Which includes better courses and lower rates. You have to be competitive and learn from 
what works and doesn't work.

various

winter rates, 
maintenance, 
competition

The fee is $1 per 9 nine.  Lincoln does not offer a winter rate therefore we go to Seneca Ka $20-18-cart, Woodland Hills and others for more than 
half the cost.  Time to bust the unions running the maintenance and higher overhead to alleviate some of the pain.  Water cost is a problem, I get 
it.  City overseers should be shot for letting all the major maintenance replacement and repairs go so long and doing them all at once rather than 
as needed for a smaller 'hit' per year.  Put Ager on another spot in Parks and Rec so the 4 muni's aren't losing so much money.

various

Perhaps you should focus on the costs of maintaining and how to reduce these costs.    Perhaps you should focus on how to generate more income 
versus increasing fees.  One idea is to have a golf tourney with silent auction and hambuger dinner to help generate additional income. Just a few 
thoughts!
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various

This survey is centered around CIP and raising rates.  I generally understand the reasoning behind this and the shortfalls that are presented.  My 
bigger issue lies in areas of which the city seems to not understand or be willing to implement in the city golf courses.    The youth and beginner 
programs available and being used at each of your courses, excluding Jim Ager, are a shadow of participation to what they once were.  Overall 
rounds are way down from what they were in the 90's, which also leads to your CIP shortfall by the way.  It seems an effort to get more people into 
golf would be a good plan to employ first.  This leads to the next point, you are not running the golf courses like a true business you are running 
them like a government entity with little to no flexibility.  The reason typically given for round decreases is the number of courses available in our 
local area has increased.  This may be true but you're letting the competition of privately owned courses beat you and take your customers away 
because you are not willing to be flexible or earn business from regular/ repeat customers.  You are expecting people will just continue to come 
back.  Because of this you have lost leagues, large tournaments and all the additional rounds that could come from that.  That isn't just 1 round per 
person you have lost, this is large amounts of people paying a CIP and round fee every week.  The attitude should be what can we do for our 
customers and how can we earn their business, rather than expecting it to just continue to come in the door.  You need to work with your course 
supervisors/ pro's to figure out how you can win back some customers because increasing your fees when your competition isn't will not help your 
long term viability.    You can increase the CIP and you can increase your round fee and those may solve a short term problem.  Question is, why 
aren't you doing what you can to increase your rounds and customer experience to the point that you earn more customers?    I would be happy to 
discuss this at length if you would like, my name is Rusty Wellman 402-416-2344, I grew up on these city courses, worked many years at Mahoney 
while in HS and college and still would rather support them than others but have slowly watched things digress and it is upsetting to see this 
happen.    Thanks!  

winter rate
Green fees are all ready too high. You're driving golfers away, especially younger ones. No winter rates to encourage play. Most private courses 
have winter rates and lower green fees.

winter rate
I am a senior golfer,and the Mahoney spring rates are a good idea,trying to put some more players on at a a course when they are not busy,might 
be an idea to change courses though the yr.so maintainance does[t fall behind and still have good rates.

winter rate
To raise revenue the City should have a fall rate and a winter rate to get more play discount  $5.00 or $10.00 to play when it is cold out, also  no 
points for loyalty card unless you buy a passport card then reduce the points that you raised last year

winter rate Need a winter rates (Nov.-March)
I would really like to see if the University would be interested in a partnership at one of the courses, most likely the Highlands. 
Are the golf advisory meetings open to the pubic?
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